
With 15+ of the best VR games available on the Omni, you’re sure to find options that please your customers
and fit your business model.

GAMES

Omniverse™ is Virtuix’s proprietary content 
delivery and arcade management platform that has 
the tools you need to take care of your customers. 

• Enjoy 15+ of the top virtual reality games
including hits like AFFECTED - The Manor and
esports style first-person shooter Omni Arena.

• Allow customers to preview and launch games
from a VR interface.

• Manage all your Omnis from a single device.

• Get the analytics you need to manage your
business from our web based Control Center.

Welcome to Omniverse™, your home for more 
than 15 top virtual reality titles, optimized for 

commercial gameplay on the Omni.

O M N I V E R S E



• View usage and gameplay statistics.         • Monitor daily customers and play time.

• Get information about multiple locations from a single website.

Get the analytics you need to manage and
improve your business.

Manage all your Omnis from a single device with the
Omniverse Management Console.

• Enable time-based sessions.

• Set and extend customer time limits.

• Receive alerts if customers need help.

• Preview, launch, and switch between games.

• Keep track of time remaining in session.

• Log in to access saved games and gameplay 
statistics. 

Let your customers control the action from inside their 
headset with an intuitive VR interface. 



Quell 4D
Genre: Horror, First-Person Shooter
Duration: 2+ hour campaign
Age Rating: Mature

Quell 4D is about shooting first and asking 

questions later, in a “retro but awesome” 

vector art style. You’ll make use of six guns, 

tailored for different situations. Featuring 

three intricate bosses with unique 

mechanics - expect some intense firefights! 

Affected: The Manor
Genre: Horror, Exploration
Duration: 8-10 minutes per path
Age Rating: Teen

Choose your path and take on The Manor, 

where terror lies at every turn. There are 

no puzzles to solve or coins to collect, just 

three nightmares to walk through – but 

can you make it all the way to the end? 

Karnage Chronicles
Genre: Fantasy, Adventure
Duration: 1+ hour campaign
Age Rating: Teen

You are a Murkwraith on a mission to 

defeat enemies and restore order in this 

high fantasy epic. Dodge and strafe with 

natural agility, and deflect incoming attacks 

with your shield. Use blades and ranged 

weapons to conquer the evil menace! 

Begin your journey through the Omniverse with these top VR titles.

Ready to play



TRAVR: Shadow Ops
Genre: Horror, First-Person Shooter
Duration: 6 - 8 minutes
Age Rating: Teen

Work your way through a dark 
underground laboratory and shoot 
zombies as a TRAVR secret agent in this 
linear first-person shooter horror 
experience.

Primordian
Genre:  Fantasy, Adventure 
Duration: 1+ hour campaign
Age Rating: Teen

You are Grygor - a warrior sent on a 

mission to retrieve artifacts that were 

stolen from your people many years ago. 

Recover the artifacts from the light 

temples, taking down any who stand in 

your way!

Omni Arena
Genre: First-Person Shooter, Multiplayer
Duration: 5-7 minutes per match
Age Rating: Everyone

Survive waves of robots by shooting the 
attackers before they destroy the various 
Power Cores in the Arena. The game 
includes both single and multiplayer 
gameplay (note: multiplayer via LAN only).



VRZ Torment
Genre:  Horror, First-Person Shooter
Duration: Survival mode with endless waves
Age Rating: Mature

This diseased island is a prison for the 

undead and dying. Fight against hordes of 

zombies using a huge arsenal of firearms 

and melee weapons: bows and arrows, 

axes, bats, pistols, rifles, shotguns, 

grenades and much more!  

Nature Treks VR
Genre:  Exploration
Duration: User Choice
Age Rating: Everyone

Escape into a world of peace, calm and 

relaxation by immersing yourself in these 

unique, atmospheric environments. Each 

has been expertly crafted to harness and 

reflect specific emotional states using 

immersive sound and color. 

TRAVR: Training Ops
Genre: Arcade, First-Person Shooter
Duration: 5-8 minutes per level
Age Rating: Everyone

Compete for the highest score in 10 
obstacle-course levels by shooting targets 
and establishing a record time. Each level 
has its own leaderboard.



The Bellows
Genre: Horror, Exploration
Duration: 10 - 15 minutes
Age Rating: Teen

The storm has been raging for what feels 

like an eternity, sleep refusing to fully take 

hold. As your windows clatter open yet 

again, you feel something isn't quite right. 

Plunge yourself into a world of nightmares 

and discover how frightening VR can be. 

QuiVr
Genre:  Arcade, Standing Only
Duration: 20+ minutes
Age Rating: Teen

You are tasked with defending your keep 

(and the power within) from an 

ever-advancing enemy. It won’t be easy - 

but with steady hands and powerful 

friends, you’re sure to succeed against a 

unique, expressive cast of enemies. 

Project Ghost
Genre:  Sci-Fi, First-Person Shooter
Duration: 10 minutes
Age Rating: Teen

Travel to the exotic landscapes of the 

Galilean Moons and face their dangers 

as a GHOST Assassin. Use your wits 

and high-tech weaponry to survive the 

fast-paced action. 



Enjoy the Omniverse™!

Hyperdrome
Genre:  First-Person Shooter, Multiplayer
Duration:  5-minute matches
Age Rating: Everyone

A fast-paced 1v1 shooter featuring 

futuristic weaponry and items. Be quick, 

grab the power-ups and destroy your 

opponent!

Bow Master
Genre:  Adventure, Arcade
Duration: 7 - 10 minute stages
Age Rating: Everyone

In this world your archery skill matters! 

Shoot targets within the time limit and set 

the high score according to your speed 

and accuracy. Keep practicing to improve 

your skill level and become a Bow Master!

Coin Rush
Genre:  Platformer, Kids
Duration: 5 - 10 minutes per level
Age Rating: Everyone

Collect gold coins and destroy enemies 

while you make your way through this 

colorful island adventure!


